Quattro a4

The Audi Le Mans quattro is a concept car , developed by German automobile manufacturer
Audi , for presentation at the Frankfurt Motor Show , in order to celebrate Audi's three
successive wins at the arduous 24 Hours of Le Mans endurance race in , , and It was the third
and final concept car designed by Audi in , following the Pikes Peak quattro and the Nuvolari
quattro. The Audi Le Mans Quattro has a number of high-tech features, including the headlights
which are composed entirely of light-emitting diodes LEDs. The structural framework of the
body, the Audi Space Frame ASF shared with the Lamborghini Gallardo , is made entirely of
aluminium , while the outer skin is made out of carbon fibre and aluminium. The Le Mans
Quattro featured the magnetic ride magneto rheological dampers , also installed in the latest TT
, which gives the car a firmer and more responsive drive and improved handling characteristics.
In Audi tradition, the car features quattro permanent four-wheel drive to optimise traction and
handling. The transmission is the six-speed automated manual transmission that was also
shared with the Gallardo and developed by Volkswagen. The car showcased various Audi
styling cues and technological details, planned to be used in future production Audi models.
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threads can be closed at any time at our discretion. The A4 was, for a long time, my favorite
vehicle in its class of entry-level luxury sedans. Then Audi introduced the A5 Sportback , with
its deliciously coupe-like profile, sporty performance and flexible liftback design, and I haven't
been able to look at the A4 the same way since. But that's all subjective. For the driver looking
for a traditional compact sedan with a discrete trunk, classic good looks, plus some of the best
cabin and safety technology on the road, the Audi A4 is still one of the finest choices in its
class. That torque is quite accessible, coming on smoothly and strongly from just 1, rpm,
helping the A4 feel nice and responsive around town and nimble off the line. But unlike the A5
Sportback, which is only offered with all-wheel drive and an automatic transmission, the A4 can
be had with three different drivetrains. The A4 Quattro's turbocharged engine makes
horsepower. Front-drive Ultra models, however, are less powerful. The best setup for dynamic
performance is Quattro S-tronic. The seven-speed, dual-clutch S-tronic transmission is really
sweet, with smartly chosen shift points aiding in quick acceleration and a smooth overall
demeanor. Here, it's mated with Audi's excellent Quattro all-wheel-drive system that can send
as much as 70 percent of the engine's torque to the front axle or up to 85 percent to the rear.
The split is continuously adjusted, but all four wheels always get some share of the power. This
sportiest configuration is good for a 0-to sprint of just 5. At the thriftier end of the performance
spectrum, you're looking at 24 miles per gallon city, 34 mpg highway and 27 mpg combined -not bad for this class, and competitive with the BMW i xDrive 27 mpg combined and the
Mercedes-Benz C 4Matic 26 mpg combined. A six-speed manual transmission is available for
the A4 Quattro, granting drivers the satisfaction of shifting with three pedals. However, this
choice also comes with a different version of Quattro all-wheel drive. Known as "Quattro with
Ultra technology," this is Audi's on-demand AWD setup, which defaults to front-wheel drive
under most conditions and only sends power to the rear while cornering or if slip is detected.
Curiously, this on-demand setup doesn't save the A4 any fuel. City and combined estimates are
the same as the S-tronic, while the highway estimate drops to 33 mpg. It seems the S-tronic's
extra seventh cruising gear gives it an economy advantage. The most efficient A4 trim is the
purely front-drive "Ultra. However, that added fuel economy comes at a performance cost. In
this configuration, the 2. The mph sprint now stretches to 7. The tuning of the A4's four-corner,
five-link independent suspension fels a bit milder than that of the A5 models. The sedan is more
relaxed and comfortable around town and over bumps. At the same time, it still feeling nice and
planted in corners, with the Quattro system helping to rotate the car through each bend without
much of the understeer that many AWD systems sometimes exhibit. All A4 models feature
active acoustics that use audio processing and speakers to cancel out undesirable road noise.
This results in a quieter cabin and less driver fatigue on long rides. However, this system also

generates a bit of fake noise to sweeten the engine note when in its sportiest mode. Thankfully,
the A4's system is significantly less aggressive than the A5 Sportback that I recently tested, and
I appreciate that the sedan's performance sounds less artificial for it. The standard MMI
infotainment suite uses a 7-inch Nvidia-powered setup manipulated by a physical control knob
on the center console. Standard Android Auto and Apple CarPlay connectivity lead a beefy list
of digital and analog media sources. However, upper trim levels and option packages bump
things up to MMI Plus, which includes a larger 8. Audi's cabin tech is among the best in the
business with the Virtual Cockpit instrument cluster as its crowning jewel. The 4G
LTE-supported Audi Connect service enables gee-whiz features like online destination search,
native app integrations and Google Earth satellite map imagery. And that's not even the coolest
part. My personal favorite tech upgrade is the available Virtual Cockpit, a Pretty much all of the
major MMI infotainment functions can be handled here with simple steering wheel controls,
making Virtual Cockpit a feature worth paying for. Audi's excellent tech doesn't stop at the
infotainment. There's also a solid array of standard and optional driver aid features onboard.
For starters, the Audi Pre Sense City system is standard equipment on all models, rolling in
forward precollision warnings with automatic brake assist. The system is able to detect both
other vehicles as well as pedestrians. Optional upgrades worth considering include adaptive
cruise control with traffic jam assist, which not only maintains a safe following distance in
stop-and-go traffic but also adds steering assist that automatically keeps the vehicle in line with
the car ahead and between lane markers. This is a hands-on system; it will disable if you try to
go hands-free. At higher speeds, more familiar lane-keeping steering assist helps assure that
the car stays where you want it, but doesn't attempt the same level of lane-centering that the
low-speed system does. It just keeps you between the lines. Audi's blind-spot monitoring
system is an interesting one. Not only does it watch your back during lane changes and when
you're reversing out of blind parking spots, it also remains active after you've parked roadside
to monitor for upcoming cars. This vehicle exit assist system is extremely helpful for preventing
"dooring" other cars and potentially cyclists, too. It's a small touch that goes a long way for
safety. Audi's blind-spot monitoring system helps prevent collisions on the highway, but keeps
working when stopped to avoid "dooring" accidents. The A4 2. However, for those interested in
the "sport" part of this sport sedan, I recommend the S-tronic Quattro. It's got more power than
the Ultra and the best version of Audi's all-wheel-drive system for maximum performance. The
A4 is one of the best choices for a traditional sedan, but the class-bending A5 Sportback is a
more stylish, sporty alternative. Performance and efficiency for these rivals are all in the same
ballpark, but the A4 boasts a slight price advantage and by far the most impressive tech of the
three. As close to similarly equipped as we could get these rides, both sticker for thousands of
dollars less than the A4. Both come with some cabin and driver aid tech compromises -especially the Jag -- but each also places more emphasis on handling and performance than the
more relaxed Audi, which should appeal to more spirited drivers. However, if I were shopping
for a premium sport sedan, Audi's own A5 Sportback Quattro would rank just above the A4 at
the top of my short list. Though not a "pure" sedan, the Sportback does everything a sedan
does with just a bit more flair. Both cars offer the same class-leading cabin and driver-aid tech,
but the more flexible liftback design and the attractive, coupelike stance and silhouette of the
Sportback are a one-two punch of better function and form than the traditional three-box sedan.
Sharper handling -- thanks to sportier tunes for its suspension and Quattro systems -- seals the
deal. You can't really go wrong either way; both are excellent and, frankly, nearly identical
choices, but I give the edge and the nod to the stylish A5 Sportback over the subdued A4 sedan.
July 26, a. Get Price. Performance 8. Features 9. Design 8. Media 8. Discuss: Audi A4 2.
Roadshow Audi A4 Audi A4 2. Quattro with Ultra? Best Cars See all Chrysler Pacifica. Audi
E-Tron GT vs. Discuss Audi A4 2. As a compact luxury sports sedan, the Audi A4 is easy to like
and hard to fault: It's handsomely styled, well-built, and loaded with goodies. As if that's not
enough, it handles like a sport sedan and delivers an agreeable ride. Technology takes center
stage in the A4, with Audi's cool Virtual Cockpit digital gauge display, a new volt hybrid system,
and a host of driver-assistance features keeping it fresh and in the hunt with its entry-lux
rivalsâ€”namely the BMW 3-series , the Genesis G70 , and the Mercedes-Benz C-class. Audi's
Quattro all-wheel drive system is standard across the board, a feature its chief competitors
charge extra for. While the A4 received a facelift for the model year , this year Audi is dropping a
volt hybrid system into both of the car's four-cylinder powertrains. The system adds an addition
hp to each engine. The front-wheel drive Ultra model has been dropped, so all-wheel drive is
now standard across the lineup. Wireless Apple CarPlay capability is new for as is an integrated
toll-road transponder; lane-departure warning is now standard. The base Premium trim's
optional Convenience package is augmented with a heated steering wheel and front and rear
parking sensors. The mid-range Premium Plus trim now comes with adaptive cruise control,

lane-keeping assist, and a degree exterior camera system. The top-spec Prestige model gains
heated rear seats as a standard feature. The mid-range Premium Plus trim represents the best
cost-benefit ratio in the A4 lineup as it adds a host of features that make the car an upscale ride.
Among them are a reconfigurable digital gauge display, a wireless smartphone-charging pad,
memory settings for the driver's seat, blind-spot monitoring, and keyless entry with push-button
start. Audi offers the A4 in two strengths: 40 and Both are powered by a turbocharged 2. We
haven't driven the new hybrid powertrains yet, but we expect performance won't differ much
from the models. Although we'd love a six-speed manual, a seven-speed automatic is the only
transmission. From our experience with previous model-year A4s , it changes gears quickly and
smoothly. Precise steering, well-controlled body motions, and strong roadholding a combine to
make the A4 a sharp handler. Usually, cars with such deft responses require sacrifices in ride
quality, but the A4 manages to soak up bumpy roads with aplomb. Steering feel, so important in
a sedan with sporting overtones, is subdued at lower speeds and on the highway. However,
almost as if by magic, the steering becomes pleasantly communicative when you push the car
on twisty roads. The EPA estimates the A4 sedan will earn up to 25 mpg in the city and 34 on
the highway. The model we ran on our mph highway fuel-economy route, which is part of our
extensive testing regimen , returned 33 mpg. The A4's modern-looking cabin does a good job of
balancing form and function with high-quality materials and easily accessible technology
features. As in most Audis, the dashboard design is clean and simplisticâ€”a piece of modern
art. Most of the A4's buttons and switches are right where you want them to be and feel
substantial when you use them. The rear seat is among the most spacious in its class and
features nicely shaped cushions. As with many of the sedans in the entry-luxury class, the A4 is
accommodating but not capacious; choose the A4 Allroad wagon if you need more plentiful
cargo space. We managed to cram five carry-on suitcases in the trunk but were disappointed by
the A4's small storage bins and cubbies. The A4's infotainment system consists of a A cool
digital gauge display that Audi calls Virtual Cockpit is optional, and we recommend it highly.
The A4 achieves top-notch crash-test ratingsâ€”five stars from the National Highway
Transportation Safety Administration and Top Safety Pick accolades from the Insurance
Institute for Highway Safetyâ€”but many driver-assistance features are limited to costly upper
trim levels. Features such as blind-spot monitoring, lane-keeping assist, and adaptive cruise
control, however, are only available on the pricier Premium Plus and Prestige trim levels. Key
safety features include:. Audi's warranty coverage is strictly average among luxury brands, and
its complimentary scheduled maintenance coverage doesn't last as long as BMW's. More
Features and Specs. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. View Photos. Drew
Dorian. Marc Urbano Car and Driver. More on the Audi A4. The Car and Driver Difference.
Expand Collapse. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Audi. Coronavirus
update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. I neither wanted this or needed it. From
what I have read, it is used by finance companies to find the car in case of non payment. Also,
they wanted me to pay them sales tax up front even though in my state the tax is paid in 30 days
when you get your tags. Sales person seemed to not have time to address either issue. Glad I
got my car elsewhere! Never responded to 2 emails. Only responded after a phone call and the
truck sold 3 hrs prior to my appointment. When I question them no response. I am extremely
satisfied with my visit to 26 motor! The staff was very friendly and helpful. OSA helped me
through the whole process and made everything easy! I highly recommend contacting osa for
assistance - they have an amazing selection on vehicles! Osa and the staff at 26 motors
Jamaica was very dedicated to ensuring that I left with the car of my choice. I definitely
recommend shopping there for future car purchases. I contacted the dealership several time
regarding a Mercedesbenz Gls and i event went there but I never got to see the car till they sold
it. Horrible experience do not even bother I warn you!! Is was SUCK!!! When 2 times to see the
suv and the car was on the shop. The first time they told me that the suv going to be ready by
pm. I told them that i will came the next day. I went by to see it and the car was still on the shop
for service. They ask me was on service 4 block. They ask me if want to there to see it, i told
them NO. Every time I contacted this dealer the vechile was no longer available. Even though
they sent email saying it is. Not to mention the ads never gets removed. I thought they were
misleading with their pricing. Then after I bought a car elsewhere they said they could waive
that fee. Met Nick who was a complete gentleman and helped me get the best price. I was
satisfied with the service. Great response time. I visited to look at the vehicle and Baker was
very polite and helpful. The car looked amazing just as it was described. Also the finance
manager Marco and the sales team were was very helpful and cooperative. I had a very good
experience. This is an honest review from a real customer. Short version.. Dealership is
advertising vehicles that they do not have in stock. Clear bait and switch tactic. Also the
employees are unprofessional. This has been by far the worst experience with a dealership. I

would definitely recommend this dealership. I wasted my time and half my day. I accidentally
called them. They kept calling to try selling me even though I'd explained I'd just bought a car!
Good people work with me all the way. Let me now about the car past history. You guy are the
best. I reccomend this dealer. Thank guys. Responded in a very timely manner however this
covid 19 pandemic changed everything. I would contact this dealer again. I inquired about a
vehicle that had a price drop. I was so excited I can finally buy the vehicle out. They added an
extra 4 grand on top of that price. Just my luck. I feel in love with the vehicle. I called and asked
them the out the door price on a vehicle, and they added almost a extra 7k to the vehicle. Be
very careful. In the end I decided to not go into the car I was looking at. The dealership and in
particular Jonathan was very understanding. I would definitely recommend checking this place
out if your looking for a used car. This is a bait and switch. All these junk fee ales the car less
attractive. They contacted me right away and answered my questions and notified me right
away when the vehicle sold. Very bad business! Buyer Beware!!! They are friendly and
everything went out as expected work with me went there signed some paper work gave me the
key then drive off no hassle everything was transparent and love the car so I thank northshore
dealer. They sold the car out from under me when i was just waiting for them to call me to take a
deposit. I already had a pick up date scheduled for the following saturday. When the Audi 80
and 90, the "entry-level" Audi models in the U. Originally just a four-door family sedan with lots
of creature comforts added on for free, this baby A6 was a bit shorter and wider than its
predecessor 90, but still a great first car for budget-conscious Audi buyers perhaps an
oxymoron? In Europe the Audi A4 was voted the safest car and the best value-for-money
vehicle ever. The Audi A4 became very popular in the U. Quattro AWD technology was available
in all A4s and much loved by drivers, who said it turned the dreaded chore of driving in snow
and ice into something pleasurable that some said they actually looked forward to. Coupled
with Audi's always impeccably tuned suspension, shocks, and responsive steering, the A4
added a smooth, comfortable ride to its already elegant interior. Some interesting firsts for the
Audi A4 include the first pairing of a turbo engine with FSI direct fuel injection which spit gas
directly into the combustion chambers to improve fuel economy. A new CVT, or continuously
variable transmission, was also introduced for the first time in a luxury sedan. Using an electric
clutch, this automatic transmission was intended to deliver optimal RPM performance by
anticipating gears. Owners seem to love it or hate it. Although marketed as Audi's "budget" car,
the A4 is not exactly cheap, and options such as a power sunroof and heated seats will cost you
plenty. But for a lot less than the A6, you'll get comparable luxury, room for a family of four kids
rather than adults fit best in the cramped backseat , and lots of cargo space in the Avant wagon.
We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on
CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all,
over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their
area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. Used Audi A4 for Sale Nationwide. All Years to All
Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Audi A4 listings in your area
Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first.
CarGurus User. Authorized Audi Dealer. Private Seller: Chris. Henderson, NV Message Seller.
CarGurus Pay. Request Information. Read more. Audi A4 Reviews Review. I have had this car
for about 4 days. I have already driven it through sloppy road conditions and it has handled
wonderfully. The throttle response is great. The handling takes getting used to since it is
electromagnetically controlled instead of fluidly controlled like other cars. The brakes are
responsi I test drove this model and it is everything that Consumer Reports said it was. Terrific
to drive, quiet, handling was extraordinary, great sound system, great technology, and the
interior finish was luxury. The interior storage of the car is disappointing given that there is
hardly any storage whatsoever. The process was so easy and quick Amazing customer service
The vehicle was outstanding so many features that are new to me like the sun roof to navigation
with Bluetooth settings. The car is an amazing value I would compare it to a BMW. Why Use
CarGurus? Audi dealers in Atlanta GA. Audi dealers in Chicago IL. Audi dealers in Dallas TX.
Audi dealers in Houston TX. Audi dealers in Los Angeles CA. Audi dealers in Miami FL. Audi
dealers in New York NY. Audi dealers in Philadelphia PA. Audi dealers in Washington DC. Audi's
A4 is a handsome, sweet-driving sedan, but what we really love is the A4 Avant wagon â€”
which the German automaker reserves for Europe and other global markets. Instead, we get the
rugged-looking, lifted A4 Allroad , which is almost as cool. Its extra ground clearance isn't
enough for it to undertake legitimate off-roading alongside Jeeps and Toyota 4Runners. But it

gives the A4 Allroad the same kind of advantage as the Subaru Outback or the Volvo V60 Cross
Country when it comes to tackling rutted dirt roads and snowy byways. Quattro all-wheel drive
is standard and a turbocharged four-cylinder engine provides peppy power with decent fuel
economy. Fresh off a freshening for the model year, Audi moves the Allroad forward with a
significant mechanical change for the addition of a volt hybrid system to its turbocharged
four-cylinder. Horsepower is also bumped up by 13, for a total output of Elsewhere,
lane-departure warning becomes standard, wireless Apple CarPlay is introduced, and a built-in
toll-road transponder is added to the car's rear-view mirror. The Convenience
Packageâ€”available only on the base Premium trimâ€”now includes front and rear parking
sensors and a heated steering wheel, while the mid-range Premium Plus trim now comes
standard with adaptive cruise control, lane-keeping assist, and a degree exterior camera
system; Prestige trims add heated rear seats. We recommend the mid-range Premium Plus
model. It's slightly elevated over the base Premium model with additional standard features
luxury buyers will prefer, such as Audi's cool Virtual Cockpit gauge display, adaptive cruise
control, lane-keeping assist, keyless entry with push-button start, front and rear parking
sensors, a wireless smartphone charging pad, LED headlamps, power-folding exterior side
mirrors, and a memory seat for the driver. We'd also add the Cold Weather package with its
all-weather floor mats, heated rear seats, and heated steering wheel. There's only one
powertrain for the A4 Allroad, but it's a good one: the gutsier, hp version of the regular A4's
turbocharged 2. A seven-speed automatic transmission and the latest version of Audi's Quattro
all-wheel-drive system are standard. In our experience with older nonhybrid models, we noted
that the gearbox modulates its attitude depending on the driver's demands and can snap off
quick, precise shifts under hard driving or more relaxed, unobtrusive shifts around town. We'll
have to wait to test the A4 Allroad with its new powertrain. From our previous experience with it,
however, the A4 Allroad drives like a dream, balancing ride and handling extremely well. Its
cornering grip is plenty adequate and puts it right in line with most competitors. It feels like a
car rather than an SUV, something we think a lot of buyers will appreciate. We certainly do.
However, we can't evaluate its real-world mpg until we run one on our mph highway
fuel-economy route, which is part of our extensive testing regimen. The A4 Allroad has an
attractive, businesslike interior, which we would like far better if we hadn't seen the art piece
that is the V90's cabin. It may not be beautiful, but the A4 Allroad's cabin is perfectly functional,
handsome, nicely appointed, and comfortable. Despite being significantly shorter in exterior
length than several of its competitors, the Allroad's back seat has nearly as much legroom as
both the Mercedes-Benz E-class wagon and the V As befits a luxury car, the Allroad comes
standard with leather upholstery, power-adjustable front seats, a panoramic sunroof, and
three-zone automatic climate control. The A4 Allroad lost the carry-on-luggage test before we
even got our suitcases out, however. It's smaller inside and out than competitors such as the
E-class wagon and the Outback. More perplexing is that it barely beat the sedan version of the
A4 in seats-up cargo-carrying room, despite its supposed cubic-foot advantage in cargo
volume; it held just six carry-ons behind the rear seat, only one more than the A4 sedan. Audi
was one of the first automakers to bring data plans and Wi-Fi into cars, and it hasn't stopped
innovating. Audi's MMI infotainment system's newest crown jewel is the optional Virtual
Cockpit, a high-resolution configurable display located where the gauge cluster would normally
be. It can be arranged to show either a digital version of a traditional cluster layout or a more
infotainment-focused display, which can feature real-time Google Maps overlays of the
surrounding environs. The A4 Allroad has only been tested by one of the two U. Its wide array of
available driver-assistance technology is also impressive, but only forward-collision warning,
automated emergency braking, and lane-departure warning are standard. Key safety features
include:. Almost all of the cars in this class, including the A4 Allroad, have a warranty based
around a four-year or 50,mile limited and powertrain warranty. Audi distinguishes itself by
offering a year of complimentary scheduled maintenance, but that plan is outdone by Volvo's
three years or 36, miles of included maintenance. More Features and Specs. New Cars. Buyer's
Guide. Type keyword s to search. View Photos. Drew Dorian. More on the Audi A4 Allroad. The
Car and Driver Difference. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Audi. Utility
meets ruggedness. The all-electric Quattro A4 Mini Quad was designed to get you and all of
your stuff there safely and reliably. With front and rear steel tubular luggage racks , full fenders,
splash guards and a reinforced heavy-duty bumper, this mini quad is as practical as it is tough.
Blaze new trails with the dual
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front headlights and stop sure-footedly with the front and rear disc brakes. Powered by a Watt
brushed motor and all-terrain off-road tires, you will conquer dirt, gravel, grass and pavement
all in the same session. Equipped with a full front and rear suspension system and an upright
seating position, you can feel confident that you'll get to where you're going in comfort. The
entire drivetrain and lead-acid battery is completely sealed. Much safer than Li-Po and Li-Ion
batteries, lead-acid batteries same type in cars are not susceptible to the risk of fire. The built-in
speed governor allows this Quattro mini quad to be adjusted to any speed and skill level. This
electric mini quad includes everything you need to ride right out of the box. Charge it up, attach
the handlebars, make a few adjustments with the included tools, strap your gear to the racks
and go exploring! Pocket Bikes. Dirt Bikes. Mini ATVs. Mini Quads. Bike Parts. Pocket Bike Info.
Pocket Bike Sizes. Pocket Bike Facts.

